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Managers Update To The Community- February 19, 2021
CONTINUE TO READ UPDATES ONLINE AT: RADBURN.ORG - We invite all residents to
log on to Radburn.org at your earliest convenience to create an account. You will find
at Radburn.org any current issues that the Association wants to update you about, as
well as important Association documents, etc.
It’s hard to talk about summer programs – in the midst of a tough winter. Lot’s of
snow! Please take care when walking through public areas during the snow fall. There
are areas where snow melt refreezes to ice overnight – so please be cautious. Also be
aware of any tree limbs above as they could get pretty heavy with ice and snow. A few
more weeks to go – then spring will be arriving. We have some wonderful information
from the Grounds Committee below about spring clean up and tree maintenance.
Speaking of Committees - We love to have homeowner involvement! The Grant
Committee zoomed with us to meet with the NJ Historical Group, The Grounds
Committee is very active, along with our special Architectural Committee volunteers
who are still working with the Architectural Committee. We have our volunteers for the
ADR Committee and the many volunteers on our social and recreation committees. Our Lifestyle Committee
(50+) is getting some programs online for now – until spring comes about. Then they hope to meet socially
distant outdoors for an activity here and there – we will keep you posted. Let us know if you have any special
talents you would like to share for any of the committees, we are open to new ideas.
Now – back to Summer…. We just received the plans from our engineering firm for the new design for the B
pool filtration system. This will NOT be installed by this summer, but we are starting the process to get plans
approved and out to bid – hopefully we will be good to go by next summer. In any case we are reaching out to
our summer staff for playgroup programs and pool programs. If anyone is interested in being a lifeguard or
counselor please contact the office for information. We are also supplying links for lifeguard applications that
are direct to American Pool. They are a large company that would be happy to employ lifeguards in Radburn, as
well as those who want expanded hours, roles and responsibilities at other pools in the area as well. We have
begun the process of contactless pool badge registration online. We will be preparing the pool houses for
contactless toilets and sinks and upgrading the ventilation systems. If the Pool opens this summer we will be
following State protocols in place at the time. The Board will advise by May 1st.
If you see this vehicle driving around in the spring - it is Radburns
new LSV – and Ricardo will be the driver. The weight of the vehicle
will be much lighter on the walkways and turf to travel around the
park.

COVID – We ask that all residents continue to be diligent by wearing masks where necessary in public and
being cognizant of washing hands, etc. together we can do what we can never do alone - Thank you!
Walkways - Many of the walkways in this partial phase 1 have been completed, along with the necessary
drainage solutions and repairs. We hope to get out in the next few weeks so that springtime 2nd half of phase 1
can begin early in the season.
Upcoming projects - We plan to begin repointing the bricks at the tennis court (spring), then we will repaint the
wall. We also will be replacing the wood fascia along the roof for the R pool house. We hope to provide some
upgrades inside of the pool houses relating to plumbing as well. These will be early spring projects. We have
an engineer that will review the center of The Crossings green scape field which is to be deeded back to
Radburn Association at the completion of The Crossings. This review will begin once we no longer have the
snow in the center field.
Some reminders for Radburn members - Please be sure to have your Real estate agent, or yourself - contact
the office prior to your closing on the sale of your home so that we can be sure that the new owner gets the
proper documentation they need for their closing.
Did you know ?? There are a few small walkways located between homes that are actually private walkways of
the adjoining homes. Not every homeowner is open to people walking there, so we suggest taking the larger
common paths.
Radburn Crossings- A warm welcome to all the new members moving in to your homes at the Crossings. Hang
in there during construction. Feel free to reach out to your managing agent Integra, or to Radburn Association
if you need information on the parks and programs, etc. We will hold our next Welcome Tea online on March
21st. We would love to meet you, please sign up to attend!
Radburn Association would like to ask homeowners to be sure to keep the fronts of their homes clear of trash
and their cans put away after every pick up - your homes are close to each other so your neighbors really
appreciate your cooperation to help keep your property values up and Radburn Beautiful. How you maintain your
home will affect your neighbors resale value and vise versa – so cooperation is appreciated! We have been
sending out letters to those that need a gentle reminder, and will follow up if there is no response. We also ask
that you trim any overhanging shrubs, vines, etc on the paths – this will make for easy walking and snow
clearing.
Architectural Applications - Any exterior modifications must be submitted with an architectural application to
the office – BEFORE you begin any projects. This includes tree removals. We also need to know that the
Borough permits are being applied for as well - where required. If you are planning on putting any structure
outside your home, Please call the office first with any questions to be sure all would be approved. Thank you!
We would love if homeowners would attend - The next open Zoom meeting on March 15, 2021.
Please take the time to review Board Updates Below.See you out and about!

😊 Janet

LSVVehicle Arrived

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Virtual Open Board Meeting / ZOOM Monday March 15 , 2021 7:00 pm
The next Open Meeting of the Board will take place on Monday
March 15,, 2021, This will be, once again, an online meeting. All
members are invited. In order to participate in this meeting
Members need to register before the meeting:
Click Below to Register for this meeting:

https://www.radburn.org/march-15-2021--open-board-meeting.html
After registering, you will receive a confirmation email containing information about joining the meeting.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Board Updates
The Board would like to keep you
informed as to some of the projects we
are working on at this time.
Architectural Guidelines
We had reached out to the community
for volunteers on a special architectural
committee. We have a talented group of
people working with the architectural committee members to begin the massive task of updating the guidelines
book to be more specific. Once this gets reviewed and approved by the Board, we will mail this out to the entire
community with an explanatory cover letter.
Policies and Procedures – By Laws
The committee is working on two updates to our By-Laws. The first would allow the Association to levy fines on
members whose poorly-maintained homes are creating problems for their neighbors. The goal would be to
enforce our rules without incurring legal fees. The second update would create a Capital Contribution that
would be paid to the Association by those who buy a home in our community. This one time fee, paid by

the buyer at closing, would be added to the Capital Reserve Fund for future repairs and necessary
improvements. This mechanism for growing the Reserve Fund is used by most of the Community Associations
and Homeowners Associations throughout the state of New Jersey.The Finance Committee will create a
Capital Contributions proposal and Policies and Procedures will review it.
Finance Committee – Will have a power point at the next open meeting in March talking about the financial
future of Radburn – they will present their capital contribution by law recommendation at that time as well.
The Grounds Committee
As spring approaches and winter snows melt into memory, many across Radburn look forward to working in
their gardens and enjoying the outdoors. Planting gardens and spring cleanup will begin in earnest as the
weather warms up; it also is an excellent time to check on the trees and bushes/shrubs across your property
for winter damage. Some of this winter damage may be obvious, but having a certified arborist evaluate the
health and condition of the trees on your property can make the difference between a tree limb falling and
doing damage or saving a tree that is otherwise in good health with proper maintenance and care. They can
evaluate the health and recommend a course of action such as pruning or treatment for various ailments that
can afflict the trees.
Radburn is notable for our tree cover, and many of the trees that make our parks so beautiful are located on
residential property so taking trees down is something that we as a community should not take lightly. Many of
these trees date back to when Marjorie Sewell Cautley did the original landscaping for Radburn. We have a
list of certified arborists who work in Bergen County.
If you are considering replacing shrubs, please consider non-invasive species and those that are native to this
part
of
the
country.
We
will
have
a
resource guide for this on our website.
https://www.radburn.org/members.html
The committee is excited to be working towards completing all the relevant steps necessary to get a grant from
the NJ Historic Fund. This will help defray the cost of the master plan work being done by the landscape
architectural firm MNLA. MNLA is now working on the master plan after receiving relevant information from
Bartlett Tree Company, including a tree survey indicating the location, age, and condition of trees throughout
A, B, and R park as well as the Grange. A ground survey showing the property lines has been prepared by
Rigg Associates. Over the coming months, the Landscape Committee hopes to share key milestones in the
master plan process as they become available.

Physical Properties:
The Committee has decided to complete the sidewalk repair project that began last year. The second part of
the sidewalk repair project, originally scheduled for 2020, was delayed to reduce cost during the Pandemic. We
hope the work will begin early in the Spring. Funds were allocated for this project in the Capital Reserve budget
for 2021.
A design for new filtration systems in the Kiddie and B Pools has been completed. The design is being
submitted to the Borough for approval. When the borough approves the plan, bids will be solicited for the work.
Again, money for this project has already been allocated. When bids have been submitted and reviewed, the
Committee will present a proposal to the Board and to the community.
The Committee has met to discuss the future of the Grange. The discussion was preliminary. The initial goal is
simply to create a sensible plan for the building’s future.

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Communications
•Website

www.radburn.org

•Communication

www.radburn.org/communications

•Bulletin

Email / Hard Copy / Both

•Email Communications r adburn1929@gmail.com
•Email Blast

Radburn1929@radburn.org

•Voicemail Messages
•Facebook
www.facebook.com/RadburnAssociation

Did you know?
Today, email correspondence is a key component to communications with
everything. The positive aspect of emails is that it goes into your email folder
and you can view at your convenience.
If for some reason you would like to Opt-out of receiving emails - look and click
on the unsubscribe button. Below is a sample from the Radburn Association
Eblasts.
This email was sent to you by The Radburn Association
29-20 Fair Lawn Avenue

Fair Lawn, NJ 07410
United States
Unsubscribe
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Virtual Welcome Tea Sunday MARCH 21, 2021 2:00 pm
The Radburn Association and Welcome Committee would like to invite you, our New Residents to a Virtual
Welcome Tea!
Enjoy your day and Welcome to Radburn!
Click here to Sign up!
https://www.radburn.org/virtual-welcome-tea.html

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

2021 Snow Storm
Photos taken by Alba Lucia Morales

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Radburn History C ontinued
Rick Hampson and Steve Taylor are trying to learn about Radburn history.
Contact them at fjhampson@gmail.com or taylormake@gmail.com.

RADBURN’S PARKS: WHY THE ALPHABET SOUP?
By Rick Hampson and Steve Taylor
Radburn’s creators named the streets of their planned suburb for people they
admired: Howard Avenue (for Ebenezer Howard, founder of the Garden City movement), Owen Avenue (for the
utopian socialist Robert Owen), and Burnham Place (for the architect and planner Daniel Burnham).
So why, given their penchant for memorial names, didn’t the founders apply it to Radburn’s signature parks?
Instead, when they called them any name at all, they seem to have used numbers.
What is today B Park, for instance, was originally designated only as “Lot 8.” A Park was “Lot 7.’’
How did that system evolve into the (equally prosaic, if more functional) alphabetical letter park names used
today?
These questions seem to have no obvious answers. But, pending more information, we have theories.
First, some background. The plans, diagrams and blueprints for Radburn from the late 1920s don’t really call
the parks anything.
A 1930 map issued by the City Housing Corp., Radburn’s builder, labels each of the three parks only as “Private
Park for Residents of Radburn.’’ One of landscape architect Marjorie Sewell Cautley’s plans refers to A Park as

Park 7, B Park as Park 8, and R Park as Park 57. She also uses this nomenclature in her 1930 article on the
plantings at Radburn in L
 andscape Architecture Magazine.
In her subsequent film about Radburn -- made no earlier than 1933 -- Cautley displays a handwritten map
entitled “Walk System through Parks’’ in which each park is labeled simply “park.”
She probably was taking her cue from Clarence Stein, Radburn’s chief planner. In his memoir, written in 1949
after a return visit to Radburn, he places great importance on the parks’ role in the life of the community, but
repeatedly refers to them only as “inner parks’’ and doesn’t distinguish one from another by name, letter or
number.
Why? There is evidence that Stein and his co-planner, Henry Wright, conceived of Radburn’s green open spaces
not as a series of discreet individual parks, but rather one big park, flowing from superblock to superblock.
They believed that Radburn’s parkland linked the entire community – a radical notion at the time.
Most communities, now and then, are built around a street grid or other layout. Roads form the skeleton
around which buildings are arrayed.
Radburn was different. Stein, in his book Toward New Towns for America, described parkland as the “backbone
of the neighborhood, (with) large open areas in the center of superblocks, joined together as a continuous
park.’’
If the green open space was the backbone, then Stein may have regarded what are today known as parks A, B
and R as just one big Radburn park.
If so, how did the parks come by their alphabet names?
Here’s a possibility.
The first documented use of names such as A Park appears in 1948 on what’s known as a Sanborn map. (The
Sanborn Map Company published detailed maps of tens of thousands of U.S. communities for use by fire
insurance companies.)
In a Sanborn map from 1929, however, the parks were numbered, just as they were on City Housing documents
at the time.
We think the odd quotes around A, B and R might be significant – as if the Sanborn researcher in the 1940s
was indicating that these were not necessarily official designations, but rather names the parks had acquired
informally -- maybe given them by residents.
Perhaps people had grown tired of saying, “Meet you in the park,’’ and being asked, “Which one?’’
In that case, the most obvious name for each park was the first letter of the names of the cul de sacs
surrounding the park.
Another possibility: that the A, B, etc. scheme was part of an acrostic in which the names of all six (or seven)
proposed Radburn inner parks would spell out the community’s name. But if so, why would the park adjacent to
A not have been called D Park? The park proposed for where Fulton Place sits today would have been the B
park.
There have been suggested reforms. In 1977 an aspiring landscape architecture student named Scott Leonard
drew up a proposed master plan for the Radburn parks, which he renamed Ascher Park (for Charles Ascher,
who devised the legal instruments that preserved the open space in perpetuity); Bing Park (for Alexander Bing,
founder of City Housing; and Stein Park (for Clarence, whose last name, unfortunately, did not begin with R.)
Now, Sarah Allaback of the Library of American Landscape History, who is finishing a book on Cautley, has
suggested that Radburn rename A, B and R parks in honor of, respectively, Frederick Ackerman, architect of the
Plaza Building and many Radburn houses; Bing; and Radburn itself.
At bottom, the issue of how Radburn’s parks got their names is a mystery -- to us, at least. We’re eager to learn
of any other evidence or theories that are out there.

Rick Hampson and Steve Taylor are trying to learn about Radburn history. Contact them at
fjhampson@gmail.com or taylormake@gmail.com.
Illustrations:
Directly to the left below, a map apparently hand-drawn by Marjorie Sewell Cautley and pictured in the film she
made about Radburn in the 1930s. Parks are labeled simply as “Park.’’
Second below: A 1929 insurance map labels what would come to be known as the A and B parks as parks 7
and 8, respectively.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
The exciting information below was provided and translated by Fuminobu Negish of our Sister Community in
Ryokuen-tosi, Japan. We had the honor of welcoming Negishi san,in October of 2019.

The Ryokuen-tosi was selected as the winner of the 16th “The Residential Townscape Award”.

Ryokuentoshi, Japan - T
 he Radburn Association Sister Community!
https://www.radburn.org/winner-of-the-16th-ldquothe-residential-townscape-awardrdquo.html

We are pleased to announce Ryokuen-toshi was selected as the winner of the 16th “The Residential Townscape
Award” (‘AWARD’) this January (2021). The official awards ceremony is this July (2021). We are proud
Ryokuen-toshi is recognized as one of the best cities in Japan by the relevant organizations, as we received
similar awards twice in the past (see below).
Purpose of the AWARD Local residents maintain and manage the surrounding environment to ensure safety,
cleanliness, greenery, and townscape. It is great to see
such local community activities being activated. However,
at the same time, the environment is deteriorating due to
densification caused by land subdivision (which is unique
to Japan's limited land area), causing a decrease in
greenery.
In the future, more and more progress in maintaining and
managing
activities
by residents and resident
organizations is expected. Considering this situation, the
AWARD commends and supports residents' organizations
that have made achievements in maintenance and
management activities as models for urban development.
You have Mr. Kengo Mise, President of Ryokuen-toshi
Community Association (RCA) on the right side of the
photo and Mr. Tsuneo Sugeno, Vice-President of RCA on the left side.

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Lifeguard Employment Application 2021

Our Lifeguards are our biggest assets.
Thank you for taking the time

to

learn more about employment
opportunities at Guard For Life.
We have been providing quality pool management and lifeguard
staffing services for decades. Because we service so many pools
throughout the Eastern United States, Guard For Life is capable of providing an enriching experience where
our smart young professionals can interact with people from many cultures and demographics. From the cities
to the suburbs, employees are placed in positions of responsibility, in which they can provide a high level of
service for guests that deserve a safe place to swim. Our lifeguards serve as role models for the youth in our
communities and pride themselves in making a difference.
https://www.radburn.org/lifeguard-employment-application-2021.html
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Lifestyle Club - 50 & above
Club Coordinators P
 hyllis Schlossberg, Dan Schlossberg
& Melinda Goldberg Mission : Bring Lifestyle 50 & above
Neighbors Together!

( Photo was taken January 2020)

Radburn Lifestyle Group Resumes March 24
The Radburn Lifestyle Group, geared for seniors above age 50
will resume regular programming on the fourth Wednesday of
every month starting March 24.
The first session, to be held via Zoom at 1:30 p.m., will last 90 minutes, with a half-hour of socializing at the
start followed by a special program, according to hosts Phyllis and Dan Schlossberg, co-chairs of the
committee.

During a planning meeting with Rene Testa Adams of the Radburn Association Thursday, they said they would
explore several potential ideas for a kickoff speaker.
Candidates include Sheldon Stone, an authority on Oldies Music who has been an instructor at Bergen
Community College; Former Yankees slugger Ron Blomberg, author of a new book called Me and The Captain
(about his late teammate Thurman Munson); and Fred xxx, who lectured at Bergen Community College on xxx.
Schlossberg, the author of 38 baseball books, co-authored Blomberg's first book, Designated Hebrew: the Ron
Blomberg Story.
Until the pandemic subsides to safe levels, Lifestyle Committee meetings will be held via Zoom. When the
weather warms, however, we hope to hold the meetings outdoors and include food trucks or pre-ordered
picnic lunches that could be consumed on the premises.
The choice of the first speaker will be announced in the next edition of The Bulletin.
Future meetings could include films, power points, concerts, webinars, or other presentations created by
and/or offered to Radburn Lifestyle. A separate series of live interviews, conducted with fellow Radburn
residents by Dan Schlossberg, will be announced in the near future.
Residents with ideas for programming or interviews are invited to contact Dan by e.mail at
ballauthor@gmail.com.

Radburn Authors Highlight - Calling all Radurn Authors!
We would love to feature your Book with your neighbors of the Radburn
Community in the Bulletin and on the Radburn Website! Whether its a Fiction or
Romance Novel, Educational , Comedy , H
 istoric, Children or Inspirational! Please
submit for review the name of the Book, Link for purchase , Biography and a Photo
to Rene Testa Adams , Radburn Director of Activities &
Lifestyle, rtestaadams@taylormgt.com. Can’t wait to hear from you!

Virtual Zoom BOOK CLUB MEETING T
 hursday March 18 , 2021 8:00 pm

J
 ane Austin's P ride and Prejudice
Pride and Prejudice is a novel of manners by Jane Austen,
first published in 1813. The story follows the main
character, Elizabeth Bennet, as she deals with issues of manners, upbringing,
morality, education, and marriage in the society of the landed gentry of the British
Regency. Elizabeth is the second of five daughters of a country gentleman living
near the fictional town of Meryton in Hertfordshire, near London. Page 2 of a letter
from Jane Austen to her sister Cassandra (11 June 1799) in which she first
mentions Pride and Prejudice, using its working title First Impressions.

To Join - Register Here h
 ttps://www.radburn.org/virtual-book-club.html
Or Contact Rene Testa Adams , Activities & Lifestyle Director

ZOOM TRIVIA - A
 lly Toomey
Join your neighbors for some fun, virtual
competition without having to leave your home.
Play as an individual or a team, with one Zoom
login per household! . Trivia questions will cover
categories like history, science, pop culture, music,
movies, sports, video games, and more. You can c
 hoose to play once or all three times! Click Here to register :
https://www.radburn.org/zoom-trivia.html 

March 11th @ 9pm

Knit-or-Crochet Series Along for the Fair Lawn Arts Council Yarn Bombing
Hosts: Priscilla Fujimura & Joy Bradway
March 25th at 7pm - Virtual Knit-or-Crochet Series
Join us for an evening of community and crafting on March 25th at 7pm.
-Knitters, crocheters, and yarn artisans of all crafts and skill levels are invited
to join our Zoom Knit-Along as we create pieces of fiber artwork to
contribute to the Fair Lawn Art Council's Yarn Bombing project. Come as
you are with your pattern, plan, or work-in-progress. The yarn bomb will be
installed in April, date TBA. If you want to help with the installation of the project, contact Liz Maresca from the
Fair Lawn Arts Council a
 rt@fairlawn.org. To register for this event please click below!

https://www.radburn.org/knit-or-crochet-series.html

Join us for a beginner's knitting session! February 25th at 7 pm
Virtual Knit-or-Crochet Series Hosts: Priscilla Fujimura & Joy Bradway
Fair Lawn Arts Council is collecting knitted and crocheted pieces for a yarn bombing project. If you've ever
wanted to learn to knit, join our Zoom beginners knitting lesson, led by Radburn knitter, Joy Bradway. You'll
learn the basics and create a 10 stitch block. All you need is some yarn and a pair of knitting needles! Any
finished work of fiber art can be collected at the Grange. The yarn bomb will be installed at the Fair Lawn
Arboretum on Fair Lawn Ave in April.. If you want to help with the installation of the project, contact Liz
Maresca from the Fair Lawn Arts Council art@fairlawn.org.
To register for the lesson please click below! h
 ttps://www.radburn.org/knit-or-crochet-series.html

Radburn Getting to know your Neighborhood Series: I f you would like to recommend someone to be
interviewed - feel free to let us know!
https://www.radburn.org/getting-to-know-your-neighborhoods-series.html

Radburn is such a historical Community, not only because of the Landmarks but because of each one of YOU! In talking to residents we thought it would be a
wonderful tribute to each and everyone - to hear your unique stories. Tell us:
When did you first move into Radburn? How did you hear about Radburn? What
did you do for a living/Profession ? What is your dream job-if you can be
anything that you wanted? What are your hobbies? What is your favorite type of
music/ song? Also,please feel free to provide some photos that correspond to
your Stories - pictures speak a thousand words!

Save the Dates: Virtual Earth Day: Revenge of the Toxic Robot - April 3, 2021 11:00 AM
https://www.radburn.org/earth-day-revenge-of-the-toxic-robot.html
When the town’s park is suddenly gated and
locked,

a

group

of

friends

decides

to

investigate. Their adventure leads them deep
into the woods, where they are chased away by
an eccentric robot powered by toxic sludge!
What is the robot guarding? Why is the park
closed? And who is the mastermind polluter
behind it all? Join the gang on their quest to
solve the mystery and save their park from
being destroyed. Along the way, you’ll learn all
about reducing waste and recycling, reusing
everyday products around you, and how pollution affects the environment. You can make a difference in
protecting our planet!

Earth Day 2021 Sunday April 18th
10:00: Park Clean Up: Grab your mask , a trash bag and come out to
help clean up our parks
11:00-12:00: Pick up Earth Day Materials from the Grange: D
 rive by the grange to pick up some fun
activities that you can do at home with your family. Bring a can of food to donate to the Fair Lawn
Food Pantry.
2:00-3:00: Design your path: Go outside with your mask and chalk and decorate our sidewalks with
inspirational art about loving our planet.

2020 Playgroup / Tot Lot Program
●

ANNUAL VISIT TO THE DOCTOR - A reminder to save

your child (children’s) UPDATED Immunizations and Universal
Health Records for

2020 PLAYGROUP

/ Tot Lot / CIT

Registration

●

In search of Health Director The Radburn Recreation Health Director must be an adult and either a
physician, registered nurse, or licensed practical nurse authorized to practice in the state of New
Jersey; or an individual who is certified in advanced first aid and CPR such as a paramedic, or
emergency medical technician. The Health Director is responsible for ensuring the health of all
participants and staff at Playgroup/Tot Lot. In addition to his/her duties as Health Director, when not
dealing with a medical/health/injury situation, this person will assist the Camp Director as needed.
Click Here to Apply:
https://www.radburn.org/health-director---2021-radburm-summer-camp-application.html

Any questions Contact Rene Testa Adams , Activities & Lifestyle Director

Thank you Kelly Sullivan!
We are sad to say that Kelly Sullivan will not be returning this summer as
director of the playgroup. We thank Kelly for all her work in growing this
amazing program.
We are so thankful to Kelly for all of the love, dedication and passion that
she invested into this program. We know that Kelly had a positive impact
with the children and families that used this wonderful program. She grew
the playgroup from a small community summer program to a certified
youth camp with over 200 children. She put her heart and soul into the
program and we were so lucky to have had her as director for over 10
years! We wish her good luck in her future endeavours and hope she will
consider participating again in the future - the door is always open!
Jessica Spaseaka, who was Kelly’s assistant for many years, has agreed to become the director of the
program. Jessica is excited for this new position and we are excited to work with her! Jimmy Heygbeli, also
an assistant to Kelly and supervisor of the CIT program, will return as Jessica’s assistant. Juliana Duenes will
be the arts and crafts supervisor. Daniel Isreallson is our new Certification and Registration specialist and will
continue as a playgroup supervisor as well. Daniel is working closely with Rene and has begun to update and
gather all certification materials that will be needed for inspection later this spring. He has also been trained
and is updating CampBrain for Registration to open probably mid march. He will be the point person to ensure
that all children are properly registered and all necessary paperwork for certification is accounted for.
Stay tuned for more Summer News!

Daniel Israelsson - Summer Youth Camp Certification and
Registration Specialist

Summer Camp Update: The Radburn Association Summer Program
Registration will be open by Mid-March! Registered children must be
Radburn Association Residents.
While the final decision on the status of the programs will be announced
by May 1st, 2021, we ask that you proceed with the Summer Camp
(Playgroup, Tot Lot & CIT) Registration so that we can have an accurate estimate of numbers. Please register
at your earliest convenience, and before the deadline of May 21st 2021!
Here is everything you need to know:
●

●

●
●
●

Once registration opens, you will be able to register from this page:
○ https://www.radburn.org/2021-summer-camp-registration.html
○ If you registered through Campbrain last year, you will also receive an email when registration
opens
○ Additionally, you can check the Radburn Citizens Facebook page for updates
Trips/Events: Due to the unpredictability of COVID-19, all extra events (including trips, evening events,
and campouts) have been canceled. If programs are able to open and such events become possible,
you will be updated through your Campbrain account
Registration will close on May 21st, 2021
Please remember to upload your universal health form and immunization records to the view details
page. You can take a photo or scan the documents to upload.
If you need any help with registration though the Campbrain system, please email
summercamp@radburn.org with any questions

Want to join the Camp Program team? Consider applying to become a Playgroup or Tot Lot counselor!
Summer Camp Employment Application:
https://www.radburn.org/summer-camp-employment-application-2021-counselor.html
Submission of the Application does not guarantee employment by the Association.

2021
Summer Programs TEAMS - so far!

PLAYGROUP
Jessica Spaseaka - Playgroup Director
Jimmy Heygbeli - Assistant Playgroup Director
Pending - Health Director

Juliana Duenes - ART and CRAFT Supervisor
Daniel Israelsson - Playgroup Supervisor &
Summer Youth Camp Certification and Registration
Specialist

Tot Lot
Annie King -Senior Supervisor

Kirsten Ommundsen-Assistant Senior Supervisor

Tot Swim Lessons
Terry Buskar- T
 ot Swim LEAD

 Annie King -Assistant Tot Swim

Swim Team
Annie King - Swim Team LEAD

Andy Weisberger- Assistance Swim TEA

Sean Drahouzal - Assistance Swim TEAM

K
 irsten Ommundsen- Assistance Swim TEAM

Aquacise
Linda Rosen - I nstructor
Adult Swim Lessons
Annie King - L
 EAD Instructor

Pending -  Assistance Adult Swim

Join the Fun ~ Recreation Committee: Our Hope is that 2021 will continue to evolve and start getting back to
spending time with our Family, Friends and Radburn Neighbors.We dream of gathering at Music in the Park,
Movies under the Stars, Earth Day, Easter Egg Hunt , Family Day , Adult Halloween Party, Pumpkin blaze and
Holiday Boutique. To only name a few.  Come join u
 s as we are getting ready for the possibilities! ( Keep your
Fingers Crossed ) Contact Rene Testa Adams , Activities & Lifestyle Director @ rtestaadams@taylormgt.com
or 201-796-1300

Radburnites volunteers
Join the Family Day Committee
( Keep your Fingers Crossed )
Starting 7 PM Friday July 16, 2021 & Saturday July 17, 2021
The Radburn Association's Biggest Event of the Year is getting ready - we are hoping that COVID19 will be in
the past! For over 40 years - The Radburn Community enjoyed the Extraordinary Annual Event, with all the
Radburnites volunteering all come together to participate in making this happen. We could not and would not want to d
 o it without you! It is so much enjoyment to work side by side with your neighbors! !
Let's all take a moment to remember the FUN, Friday Night DJ till 11PM, Late Night Swimming , Pie eating
contest, traditional Hula Hoop contest, Food Trucks, Bake Sale , Glow Stick. Saturday Morning we start off with
Yoga in the Park, Dance Fitness, Men’s Softball, trackless train, petting zoo, spin art and face painting. We

continue with Swimming, the annual Egg Toss (This is easily the largest egg toss you will ever participate in
thanks to the Ringer Family!) and end with Fire Co. #4 Hose down! Evening festivities begin at 6:00pm

Register for our 2nd Annual
Virtual Talent Show
Showcase Premier Friday March 26, 2021 3pm
We would like Radburn neighbors to share their
talents with each other and with our local nursing homes. Please submit a video of no more than
6 minutes. We will compile a Variety Show Video to send to the local nursing homes and to share
with our community. PrePare Submit 3-6-minute mp4 via h
 ttps://wetransfer.com/ or Youtube
Video to by Monday March 22, 2021

Beautiful attached 3br side hall colonial. 2 full bath 2 half bath
Master bath has laundry on second floor
Granite•Hardwood•ceramic LR w fireplace. Central air• indirect fired
hot water for endless hot water -Raphael Checinski,
rafichecinski@gmail.com(201) 264-8914

●

Peter Andrews Jr., aka "Ace", beloved father, husband and incorrigible

performer, passed away Feb. 3rd at 90 years old. Peter spent the majority of
his professional career in television production, as a director and producer of
soap operas, and lived most of his life in Radburn, NJ. He was known for his
ebullient, creative spirit and effortless wit; notorious for corny humor and
unapologetic hamminess. In his retirement he performed at nursing homes
with the Agape Roadshow, and was not above donning an outrageous costume
while singing and doing slapstick for a laugh. He was also a legendary substitute teacher, famous for his light
discipline and stirring rendition of "Chiquita Banana". He was a delightful and doting parent, full of imaginative
games and stories, and often candy in his pockets. He enjoyed playing tennis and running through the neighborhood
parks barefoot. He was a master of making sweet and funny cards for all occasions with doodles and poems and
ingenious rhymes, sending handmade Christmas cards for 60 years. He was a collector of fall leaves and tiny
wildflowers. He is survived by his wonderful wife Christine, son Peter, daughters Christine, Jennifer, Kathleen and
Nicole, and twelve grandchildren. He will be lovingly remembered as an extraordinary man of sensitivity, kindness
and fun, with his huge heart lightly and joyfully worn on his sleeve. Truly one-of-a-kind.
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